In the spotlight....
Q. What is your role at Method?
A. Project Engineer
Q. What does a typical day look like for you?
A. Typically I spend the first part responding to emails then
cracking on with some design work on a range of projects
which could involve calculations, drawings or reports. The
best thing about having a large range of projects is I can
mix up what I want to do on a day to day basis and not be
stuck just working on one project. I could also end up out
the office at design team meetings, meeting with clients or
site meetings.
Q. What is the favorite part about working for Method?
A. Atmosphere. The office is very relaxed and people will chat
throughout the day which is nice & friendly but everyone
is also exceptionally hard working and makes sure the job is
done and deadlines are met. A perfect balance.

Q. What would you do (for a career) if you weren’t doing
this?
A. My love of food comes through, I’d train to be a chef and
have my own little restaurant where I can change the
menu as and when I want so it’s not the same every day.
Q. What advice do you have for prospective Method
candidates?
A. Don’t be afraid to ask questions if you don’t know
something, everyone is happy to help out. For graduates
especially this is often the first exposure to building
services so no question is a silly question.

and the fun questions!

Q. Three words to describe Method?
A. Challenging, Fun, Interesting

Q. If your house was burning down, what is the one
non living thing you would save?
A. A framed painting my house mate did for me for my 21st
birthday from the Disney film Up with the line “Adventure
is out there” (I’m a Disney child who loves an adventure).

Q. What drew you to Method originally? And how has
Method changed since?

Q. Motto or personal mantra?
A. Adventure is out there

A. When I graduated from University I knew I wanted to go
into something sustainability related but didn’t know
in what industry. When looking into different fields I saw an
advert that described a “bright, passionate, bubbly engineer”
and I thought hey that’s me, applied and here we are.

Q. What did you want to be when growing up?
A. Dennis the Menace

Q. What has been your favorite project at Method?
A. Crux HQ. The project was for a product design company
so the aesthetics were very important. Services that were
exposed had to be coordinated to give an aesthetically
pleasing look, I enjoyed working closely with a great team
of architects.

Q. What is the first thing you would buy if you won the
lottery?
A. A pint
Q. What is your favorite sport?
A. Football, I am a season ticket holder to Watford FC.
Q. What micropower would you want?
A. The ability to eat & drink anything I want (and as much of
it) and it not affect my health or weight.

Q. If you could switch your job with anyone else within
Method, whose job would you want?
A. Currently I love my role as I am learning so much about
engineering and want to focus on expanding my
engineering knowledge firstly but I would like to
understand more about the business side and bids etc..
Q. Before working at Method, what was the most unusual
or interesting job you’ve ever had?
A. Breakfast Chef at a hotel, not particularly unusual but quite
interesting especially during wedding season.
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